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The following report highlights the MCA Students Achievements for EVEN Semester, academic year 2017-18.
This report consists of Achievement details of MCA Students and the winners in events PRAXIS and
SPHURTI. Aforementioned the active participation in various activities such as Summer School, Workshops,
Guest Lectures and Research Publication and SPICE. And the scholarships received by MCA students. Other
achievements in activity like Avishkar conducted by University of Mumbai to bring out research culture and
innovate ideas of the students.

PRAXIS

Praxis 2017 (22/09/2017 & 23/09/2017)
Event Name Description Date Winners

Name
Winners Class

Film It Participants have to shoot videos on both praxis
days and edit the video in the given time. Topic and
one task will be given to them on first day i.e.
22/9/17. Any type of device can be used for
shooting. Any kind of software can be used for
editing.

23/09/2017
(day 2)

Aishwariya
Silwal
Siddhant
Shinde
(1st Runner
up)

MCA 1A

Film it Participants have to shoot videos on both praxis
days and edit the video in the given time. Topic and
one task will be given to them. Any type of device
can be used for shooting. Any kind of software can
be used for editing.

23/09/2017
(day 2)

Akshata
Babulekar
Shailendra
Singh
Sanica Kamble
(winner)

MCA 1B

Weave the
web

Ever wanted to express your mad web designing
skills? Your search stops here. We invite our fellow
web developers of VESIT to challenge their creativity
and programming skills to weave the web with their
brilliant designs.

23/09/2017
(day 2)

Nilesh
Shindhe
Manish Dixit
(winner)

MCA 1A

Robosoccer Two bots battle it out to score the maximum goals
within a time limit. The field is perched on top of a
see-saw. In the qualifying rounds the participants
must score as many points to qualify to the next
round.

22/09/2017 &
23/09/2017
(day 1 & 2)

Akash Dubey
Rahul Rai
(winner)

MCA 1A

Track-o Mania The event includes a track which will be designed
along with the obstacles and the participants will
have to complete the track as well as few tasks
within the given period of time. The event qualifying
is point based and each obstacle cleared is worth
points.

22/09/2017 &
23/09/2017
(day 1 & 2)

Akash Dubey
Rahul Rai
(1st Runner
up)

MCA 1A

Jay Jethva and
Akash Jaiswal
Winners

MCA2B

Aqua boat Put as many balls into the basket while dealing with
the obstacle course in a water arena. Use the
provided BOT to put balls into a designated area/
basket.

22/09/2017 &
23/09/2017
(day 1 & 2)

Akshat
Upadhayay
Mary Rajan
Shweta Gupta
Shilpa Pandey
(2nd Runner
up)

MCA1B

Tech Quiz This is a Technical Quiz based on following Topics:
Technical subject, Present trends in technology,
Current affairs, Discoveries, Scientists and scientific
Innovations, Sports, General.

22/09/2017 &
23/09/2017
(day 1 & 2)

Jay Jethva and
Akash Jaiswal
1st Runner Up

MCA2B

Technical
Debate

A technical topic will be given. At a time, one group
speaks for the view and the other group speaks in
opposition of the view. The proposition speaks for 2

22/09/2017 &
23/09/2017
(day 1 & 2)

Loveena
Bansal and Jay
Jethva

MCA2B



minutes followed by the opposition speaking for 2
minutes. Consequently, the rebuttal round will be
for 3 minutes followed by the conclusion of 1
minute by each group.

winners
Debate
competition

20 seconds
Affair

Praxis has always been a best platform to showcase
your presentation skills. Continuing the liturgy,we
are here presenting before you “20 SECONDS
AFFAIR”,an opportunity to further enhance your
skills.
A real life problem statement will be provided and
you are supposed to find a solution to these
problem statements that involves usage of modern
technologies with a 7 minutes long presentation
wherein each slide could be displayed just for 20
seconds except for 3 WILDCARD slides that could be
displayed for 25 seconds.

22/09/2017 &
23/09/2017
(day 1 & 2)

1.Loveena
Bansal and Jay
Jethva Winner
in '20 seconds
affair'

MCA2B

2.Sachin
Kumar Gupta,
Mohit Singh,
Abhijit
Pradhan 1st
runner-up in
'20 seconds
affair'

MCA1A

SPHURTI

➢ Mahesh Bhosale won first prize in carrom individual event on 12th October 2017.
➢ Pawandeep won second prize in darts individual event on 10th October 2017.
➢ Pawandeep won second prize in carrom individual event 10th October 2017.
➢ Chandan gupta,Akash jaiswal,nirbhay won first prize in darts team event. On 12th

October 2017.
➢ Kanchan,Anusha,komal,Pooja patil,varsha won first prize in carrom team event

on 13th October 2017.



Inter-college Events.
Chandan gupta and Akshay Auti represented Vesit cricket team at university level
and other inter –college tournaments.

SPICE:

ILLUSION’18

Illusion’18 was held from 10th January 2018 to 13 th January 2018 which included seven portfolios
viz. Dance, Drama, Music, Aesthetics, Literature, Sports and Visual Arts.

Illusion’18 is a competition between six teams:
Imperials
Conquerors
Invaders
Laureates
Intruders
Prevailers
Each team has 52 members.

List of participants from MCA:

MCA First Year Morning Shift:

Name Team Name Portfolio (Rank)
Rishabh Singh Conquerors Sports (5th)
Tarandeep Singh Saini Conquerors Music (3rd )
Prithvi Bose Conquerors Music (3rd)
Nitish Surve Invaders Sports (5th)
Aishwarya Silwal Invaders Dance (1st)
Jui Vichare Invaders Dance (1st)
Siddhant Shinde Invaders Drama (3rd)
Punya Jadhav Laureates Sports (2nd)
Rahul Rai Laureates Sports (2nd)
Divesh Punjabi Prevailers Sports (3rd)
Anuja Pawar Imperials Sports (3rd)

MCA First Year Afternoon Shift:

Name Team Name Portfolio
Elisha Dallu Imperials Sports (3rd)
Sarthak Javeri Imperials Sports (3rd)
Pratibha Pal Laureates Dance (3rd)



Karishma Chavan Intruders Aesthetics (3rd)
Vaishak Nambiar Imperials Dance (2nd)
Vinay Prevailers Dance (4th)
Akshat Upadhyay Prevailers Drama (1st)
Meghna Patil Laureates Aesthetics (5th)
Vinay Pawar Intruders Sports (1st)

A Second Year Morning Shift:

Name Team Name Portfolio
John Devnur Intruders Sports (1st)
Akshay Auti Intruders Sports (1st)
Kedar Lele Invaders Visual Arts (5th)
Priyanka Sankpal Laureates Aesthetics (5th)
Vishakha Parekh Prevailers Aesthetics (6th)
Ajay Prajapati Prevailers Music (2nd)

MCA Second Year Afternoon Shift:

Name Team Name Portfolio
Swastik Sharma Invaders Dance (1st)
Ameya Pukale Invaders Sports (5th) , Dance (1st)
Sayali Gade Prevailers Dance (4th)

Sports(5th), Visual Arts(5 th) and
Atit More Invaders Leader

of Team Invaders
Akash Jaiswal Imperials Sports (3rd)
Chandan Gupta Intruders Sports (1st)

MCA Third Year Morning Shift:

Name Team Name Portfolio
Akash Sarfare Invaders Aesthetics (3rd)

MCA Third Year Afternoon Shift:

Name Team Name Portfolio
Ankit Ayyar Imperials Sports (3rd)
Pawan Patil Laureates Sports (2nd)



Santosh Patkar Conquerors Sports (5th)
Managing Team/Volunteers:

Name Managing Team

Nilesh Shinde Aesthetics MCA 1M
Vishal Gupta Sports MCA 1A
Dimple Likhar Aesthetics MCA1A
Shubham Jaiswal Volunteer MCA1A

Rupesh Juyal Music MCA1A
Priyanka Pawar Dance MCA 2A

Achievements:

The final ranking of the teams for ILLUSION 18:

1st position: Team Imperials

2nd position: Team Conquerors

Utsav '17:

S.N
o

Student Name(SM) Collge/Tech Festivals (Inter college/Intra College) Class

1 Arjun Damodar Pokale
Utsav '17: Event Head in Asthetics Managing Team

MCA2A

2 John Devnur Utsav’17:1st rank in Carpool. MCA2A
Utsav’17:2nd rank in Jann Hith Me Jaari.

S.N
o

Student Name(SA) Collge/Tech Festivals (Inter college/Intra College) Class

3 Nikita Patil Utsav'17: 3rd rank in Solo Dance Competition MCA2B
Utsav'17: 1st rank in Group Dance competition
Participated in Illusion'17 Group Dance
Competition(Member of Invaders Dance Team)

Intercollege:

Sr.no Name Of Student Event Venue Date class
01 Pawan Kumar Jaiswal Participated in Sterling

Navi Mumbai United
Run.(Running for 21.1
kms)

Nerul,Navi
Mumbai

04th Feb 2018 MCA2A

02 Pawan Kumar Jaiswal Participated in Navi
Mumbai Half
Marathon.(Running for
21.1 kms)

Nerul,Navi
Mumbai

21st Feb 2018 MCA2A

http://s.no/
http://s.no/
http://s.no/
http://s.no/


03 Pawan Kumar Jaiswal Participated in Tech City
Marathon.(Running for
42.2 kms)

Noida 11th March 2018 MCA2A

OUTDOOR SPHURTI

Sphurti Report 2017-18.

● Introduction

Sphurti is the college sports event where each class from different department

compete with each other for various indoor and outdoor sports events.Outdoor sports

events i.e. OUTDOOR SPHURTI commenced from 19th JANUARY 2018 and ended on 4TH

MARCH 2018.

OUTDOOR SPHURTI included the following sports events:-

1. Cricket

2. Football

3. Kabaddi

4. Volleyball

5. Throwball

6. Handball

7. Athletics

8. Dodgeball.

All the above events were held at College and Polytechnic Ground.

Above mentioned games include individual and team participation.

● Participation

1) MCA 1A(Morning)

 Shubham balam,nitish surve,Nitish Rane,Rishab singh,prajwal gaikwad,Siddhant shinde,Pratik

Thorat,Rahul rai,Sudarshan poojari,Anikesh s m represented for kabaddi team event in round

matches.

 Adhitya Nair,balraj Gowda, nitish Surve,Ashlesh Aigal,Anikesh S m,Sudarshan poojari,siddhant

shinde,Akshay ingole,shubham balam,tarandeep singh saini represented for football team

event in round matches.

 Abhijit Pradhan,shubham balam,nitish rane, Siddhan shinde,nitish surve,Yogesh

jeswani,Rishikesh jagtap,Rahul rai, Anikesh ,sachin gupta,vikas chandlekar represented for

cricket team event in round matches.

 Rahul rai, Pratik thorat,vikas chandlekar represented for individual events in athletics.

 Aishwarya silwal,jui vichare,anuja pawar,neha patil,Roma motwani,punya jadhav,Amita

hotsinghani represented for all team events in round matches.

2) MCA 1B(Afternoon)



 Sharique ali sayed, Rahul Yadav,vaishak nambiar,shailendra singh,Nikhil gaikwad,vishal

gupta,kumarjeet poddar,vinay pawar,ketan purohit,Sameer Yadav,rupesh juyal represented for

cricket team event in round matches.

 Vaishak nambiar,Nikhil gaikwad,hrishikesh Acharya,rupesh juyal,ron paul,vinay

pawar,,shailendra singh,kumarjeet poddar,Elisha dallu,Rahul Yadav represented for football

team event in round matches.

 Hrishikesh acharya,Elisha dallu,shailendra singh,lalit bunde,akshay katkam,ron paul

represented for volleyball team event in round matches.

1)  MCA2A (Morning)

 Akshay Auti,Mahesh bhosale,atul singh, pawan jaiswal,parvez,jay patel,Abhishek chavan,rohit

talreja,sidhart Mishra,sanket patil,ajay nair represented for cricket team event in round

matches.

 Rohan rawal,Akshay Auti,Mahesh bhosale, pawan jaiswal,kapil trivedi,Abhishek chavan,Nikhil

gaonkar,sidhart Mishra,sharan iyengar,shiva nair represented for football team event in round

matches.

2) MCA 2B (Afternoon shift)

 Pawandeep,jay,ashish pal,parth,Shubham,Danish,Akshay joshi,sachin,Ajay,akash,Atit more

represented for cricket team event in round matches.

 Sachin,pawandeep,mayank,deepu,ameya,nirbhay represented for volleyball team event in

round matches.

 Atit more,pawandeep,ashish pal,chandan,jay,Ashish ,shubham,sachin represented for football

team event in round matches.

● Achievements

● MCA 1A (Morning) won first prize in FOOTBALL team event.

● MCA 1A (Morning) won second prize in KABADDI team event.

● MCA 1B (Afternoon) won first prize in Cricket team event.



●Snaps

****************************************************************************



Date: 23rd March, 2018

Report on “Born To Blossom“

“Born to Blossom” seminar was organized by the prestigious Swami Vivekananda Kendra, at Vivekanand
Education Society’s Institute of Technology on the 23rd March, 2018 Friday for theVESIT students and faculty.
The guest speaker Shri Vishwas Ramchandra Lapalkar, Prant Sanghatak of Maharashtra Prant, was introduced
to the congregation by Mr.Mehul Tuteja, a 1st year MCA student of our college, who briefly recounted his
achievements before inviting him to the Dias.

Ms. Archana and Ms. Sujata, co-workers of Mr. Vishwas ji, opened the seminar with the chanting of the
Omkara followed by a patriotic song “Hind Ke Bahaduron”. Everybody was encouraged to participate in the
singing.

Another co-worker of the speaker briefly informed the audience about the level of dedication and level of
enthusiasm of the 68 year young speaker and asked them to take full advantage of his presence by paying
undivided attention to his words. He was given a token of appreciation by one of the staff.



Mr. Vishwas took the stage

He started with informing the audience, that a museum dedicated to Swami Vivekananda was inaugurated 1
year ago, by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi at Rameshwaram, at a place very close to the residence of the
ex-president Abdul Kalam. He said that the intended topic of the day was originally “Born to Succeed” which
he prudently changed to “Born to Blossom” which is also the name of a book written by Dr. Abdul Kalam.

He recounted fondly of how his journey had begun with this same institution many many years ago, when he
along with his 15 friends were addressed by Mr.Hashu Adwani who inspired him to know more about Swami
Vivekananda and his mission.

He gave us the distinction between succeeding and blossoming of a personality with an example of Swami
Vivekananda’s personality, his ability to inspire people like Bhagini Nivedita. Recently in England, a road has



been named in her honour.

On 27th August 2007, the Prime Minister of Japan, on a visit to India, addressed the parliamentarians. The first
thing he expressed was the honour of being in the land of Vivekananda who, according to him, had given the
blueprint of development of Japan.

The speaker lamented that India who also had the blueprint in their hands had not used it, while Japan had used
it to become a superpower.

The main stay of the blueprint was “Love for the Motherland”, he mentioned this in his 1897 address.

The main 2 points that he had given to the Japanese people was - include your culture in the education system
and inculcate love and sacrifice for the motherland, which is bearing results for them, even today.

The main reason for India being what it is today is that the youth is not ignited and is lethargic. Their whole life
boils down to 54321.

5 digit salary.

4 wheeler

3 BHK

2 of us – Husband and Wife

1 Child.

The love and sacrifice for the motherland is missing.

He recounted a small incident in the life of the Sattriya dancer Pradeep Kumar who was performing and a
Japanese gentleman came to see his program. He expressed his desire to learn the art. It took three or four years
for Mr. Pradeep to visit japan.

Three to four years later, when he got an opportunity to visit Japan, he went looking for him, address in hand.
There he met two Japanese youngsters whom he asked for directions. He was immediately recognized as an
Indian by his attire and one of them offered to take him to his destination on his bike. On the way, they stopped
at a shop where the youth went in and where Mr. Pradeep saw the youngster and shop owner have a small
argument.

When he came out, he asked him what the matter was. At first he refused to say anything, but upon insistence
he revealed that he was short of money for the petrol to take him to his place and so he had asked to borrow
some money from that lady. But upon knowing the true reason for his asking, she insisted that she herself
would pay for the petrol as he was neither her guest nor his, for…he was a guest of JAPAN. That is the culture
of Japan, Country Beyond everything. Unless and until this is inculcated in every one of us, India cannot rise to
the position dreamed of by Vivekananda and more recently Dr. Abdul Kalam.



Now, the youth have to be fired up and have to be ever ready for service and sacrifice. He declared himself to
be not 68 years old but 68 years young as he was fired up by the doctrine of Vivekananda.

He shared an incident in his life when he was 6yrs old and he had an altercation with his brother and slapped
him. When the elders of the house came to know, he admitted to slapping his brother. When his father asked
him what the main use for the hand was, he replied that it was for eating. Upon this his father said that although
it was correct but just using it or feeding oneself would make you just like any other animal. Using to serve
others in distress and feed hungry souls is the true use of the hand. The reason Vivekananda went to America
was to share the wisdom of India with the world, the essence of which is “The Power Lies Within you”

We will be able to work on this only when we have a basic understanding of the three laws of existence:

● All of us are Interconnected, Interdependent, Interrelated. He gave an example of his travel from
Nagpur to Mumbai. He slept comfortably in the night on the train but he realized that that was possible
only because of the hundreds of people who were working to make it happen for him…the train driver
was alert and driving, lines men were doing their job, the security personnel were guarding the train
well, etc. Today, we can have a good meal, it is because the farmers are toiling to grow crops, people
packaging and selling in the cities so we can procure it conveniently at our doorstep. So our existence is
not possible in isolation. This realization will itself change the perspectives of the people around us.

● Purpose of Life. Every one of us have a purpose in life whether we know it or not. We are a part of the
circle of creation and we have specific role to play. Our goal must be to find out that purpose and
deliver on it.

● Be Connected with the whole. We are all a part of the same one creation. A very good example of this
is the human body. If tomorrow the hand suddenly feels that it is the only one doing all the work of
feeding the body and it feels overworked and stressed and decides to go on strike, then after a while the
body will become weak and the hand, which is also a part of the body, will also become weak. So, we
cannot separate from the whole and we each have our own role to play and no role is too big or small.

He concluded by asking us to create a good personality, be transparent and true to oneself, create a good
relationship with one’s own family. Work for harmony in the society and peace and order among the nations.

Working towards this cause will result in the blossoming of the personality.

Another associate of theirs later informed us about the various courses that come under the umbrella of the
prestigious institution of Swami Vivekananda Kendra.

He thanked the gathering for giving him this platform to share his knowledge and stated that we learn by
teaching and every teacher is a learner and every learner is a teacher.

Ms. Sujata ji then concluded the session with a soul calming prayer.



The seminar was officially ended when Mr. Tarandeep Singh Saini delivered the vote of thanks.

Inaugural speech
Good afternoon to one and all present here, Respected faculties and my dear friends. To begin with today’s
session, I would request Madam Seema Bhosale Ji to please come up on the stage and start the session.

(Aum Uchharan)

SUCCESS,

It’s a very important word, everybody wants success, Yes or No?

If I will ask who wants success, or who wants to blossom in their lives, everybody’s hands will be up.

Keeping this thing in mind, our college VESIT has arranged a very effective and motivational session, which
will help all of us to blossom in our lives. For this we are having a very special personality, Respected, Vishwas
Ramchadra Lapalkar Ji, who is going to blossom our day with his motivational speech, sharing his experiences
and precious knowledge for us, for the youth.

I request professor Solanki to please felicitate our special guest for the day.

(After felicitation)

Alongwith him we are also having Miss. Archana Ji, Madam Sujata Dalvi Ji and Madam Seema Bhosale Ji.

The guest speaker, Shri Vishwas Ramchandra Lapalkar Ji, Prant Sanghatak of Maharashtra Prant, He is from
Nagpur.

● He was lecturer of Zoology in a college, Nagpur.

● He was secretary, Vivekananda Kendra, Nagpur branch from 1977 to 1980.

● He joined Vivekananda Kendra as a Jeevan Vrutri in 1981.

● He was the education officer of Vivekananda Kendra Vidyalayas, Arunachal Pradesh from 1981 to 1986.

● He was also in charge of Delhi, Rajasthan and Gujarat region during Vivekananda for Bharat Parikram in 1992.

● He was Coordinator, Vivekananda Kendra Institute of Cuture, Guwahati from 1994 to 2001.

● Also, he was secretary of Vivekananda Kendra Shiksha Prasar Vibhag(All VKVs in North East India which is

presently 54) from 2001 to 2010.

● Prant Sanghatak, Vivekananda Kendra Maharashtra Prant.

● Faculty for teachers orientation training course in institutions and universities.

● NSS coordinator during college period.

● Currently he is Prant Sanghatak of Maharashtra Prant.



Well, I am surprised, that a person can achieven so much in one life.

Now, I would like to request our guest speaker for the day Shri Vishwas Ramchandra Lapalkar Ji, to please
come up on the stage and blossom us with their beautiful words.

(After the speech)

So people, are you feeling motivated now???

I used only two adjectives effective and motivational but this session delivered a lot more. During this session I
remembered one thing that we get a life as a human after getting lives in 84 lakh different species. So just
realize the value of this life and give a reason to your life, not an excuse.

Now it’s time for a prayer by Madam Sujata Dalviji.

(After prayer)

That was really a soul satisfying prayer!

Now, I would like to request my friend Tarandeep Singh Saini to please come up on the stage and give the vote
of thanks.

Vote of thanks
So ladies and gentlemen, I guess everyone here is feeling glad to attend this session. I am also motivated and
inspired by the speech of Mr. Lapalkarji. As well said by Vishwasji, removing ego and loving your fellow
being will lead you to a healthy life.

Be passionate, have empathy, do respect and spread love.

Don't only learn bookish knowledge but also learn to implement it in real life.

I would also like to thank Ms. Archana ji for starting the session with such a motivating song and also Ms.
Sujataji for ending the session with such a calming prayer.

I would now like to give a vote of thanks to Mr. Lapalkarji for sharing his valuable knowledge and experience.

*****************************************************************************************

Intercollege Dance Events:-

Sr.no Name Of Student Event Venue Prize Date
01 Aishwarya Silwal(MCA1A)

Swastik Sharma(MCA2B)
Participated in Nrityadhara 2018 KJMC-Sion 1st Prize 1st March 2018

02 Aishwarya Silwal(MCA1A)
Swastik Sharma(MCA2B)

Participated in Ballismus 2018 (HBT MC-juhu) 1st Prize 4th March 2018

03 Aishwarya Silwal(MCA1A)
Swastik Sharma(MCA2B)

Participated in Tatva Moksh
Lakshya 2018

(SIES Nerul) 3rd Prize 10th March 2018

04 Aishwarya Silwal(MCA1A)
Swastik Sharma(MCA2B)

Participated in Aarambh 2018 (T.N.M.C-
mumbai central )

1st Prize 15th March 2018


